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•B
 rimming with romantic tension, sparks fly when a confident football
player finally meets his match in a female executive protection agent
•T
 exas setting holds wide appeal for romance readers

• “Filled with genuine emotion and overflowing with positive examples of
faith, the story captures the imagination while warming the heart.”
—Publishers Weekly starred review of A Love Like Ours
Gray Fowler, star NFL tight end, is being pursued by a stalker, so his team hires a
protection agency to keep Gray under the watch of a bodyguard at all times. When Gray
meets Dru Porter, an agent assigned to him, he’s indignant. How can an attractive young
female half his size possibly protect him?
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But Dru’s a former Marine, an expert markswoman, and a black belt. She’s also
ferociously determined to uncover the identity of Gray’s stalker. And she’s just as
determined to avoid any kind of romantic attachment between herself and the rugged
football player with the mysterious past. But the closer they get to finding the stalker,
the closer they grow to each other. As the danger rises, can Dru and Gray entrust their
hearts and their lives to one another?

“Down-to-earth, in-depth characters give the story an authentic feel.
Dru, being the youngest Porter, is headstrong and sympathetic, and when
she matches wits with Gray, their connection is as electric as their
budding romance is sweet. A delightful read.”
—RT Book Reviews
ABOUT THE AUTHOR:

Becky Wade is a native of California who attended Baylor University, met and
married a Texan, and moved to Dallas. She published historical romances for the
general market, took time off to raise her children, then felt God nudging her to
pursue contemporary Christian fiction. Becky is a Carol Award winner and a
finalist for both a RITA and an INSPY Award. Learn more at beckywade.com.
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